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Nonlinear sliding friction of adsorbed overlayers on disordered substrates
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We study the response of an adsorbed monolayer on a disordered substrate under a driving force using
Brownian molecular-dynamics simulation. We find that the sharp longitudinal and transverse depinning tran-
sitions with hysteresis still persist in the presence of weak disorder. However, the transitions are smeared out
in the strong disorder limit. The theoretical results here provide a natural explanation for the recent data for the
depinning transition of Kr films on gold substrate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Adsorbed overlayers under a driving force have attrac
much interest recently1–11 as important examples of drive
lattice systems.12,13 The nonlinear response of the overlay
in the presence of pinning centers resulted in various ste
states, corresponding to a variety of different nonequilibri
dynamic phases. The nature of these dynamic phases an
transitions from one phase to the other are the microsc
factors controlling the macroscopic sliding friction an
boundary lubrication.1,14–17Other closely related systems in
clude vortex lattices in type-II superconductors,18–23 charge-
density waves,24 and colloidal crystal layers.25 In general,
both a periodic potential and disorder due to quenched
fects are present in theses systems. In particular, in the
ing friction and boundary lubrication of surfaces the und
lying crystal lattice provides the periodic pinning potent
which competes with defect pinning centers due to impu
ties.

For periodic substrates, it has been shown through
lecular dynamics simulation studies that there are differ
dynamical phases for the driven overlayer such as pin
solid, sliding solid, and liquid phases. The transitions b
tween these phases often involve strong hysteresis effe3

leading to important macroscopic behavior as the stick
slip motion, which can be observed experimentally with t
surface force apparatus.14,15 Most of the theoretical result
were based on two-dimensional models of overlayers w
Lennard-Jones potential interaction between the adato3

The results on these dynamical phases have been found
universal and are reproduced even in models with pure e
tic interacting potential.6 More recently,7 it has also been
shown that, in the sliding state, the response of the overla
to an additional force in the transverse direction can also l
to a depinning transition at low temperatures. Different sl
ing states also occur in presence of quasiperiodic subst
and have been investigated in detail recently for o
dimensional models.9,10 However, the effects of disorder o
the main features observed for two-dimensional syste
which can arise, for example, from point defects on a i
tially periodic substrate, have not been investigated satis
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torily so far. Considerable analytical and numerical resu
are only available for driven lattice systems described
overdamped dynamics.12,13 Unfortunately, it is known that
inertial effects significantly modify the nature of the depi
ning transition.1 Hence the results for these overdamped s
tems cannot be directly applied to the sliding friction pro
lem involving adsorbed overlayers on a substrate.

In this work, we study numerically the nonlinear slidin
friction of adsorbed overlayers on disordered substrates w
a specific model of point defects, where the strength of
disorder can be varied by changing the concentration of
defects. We investigate the longitudinal and transverse
sponse for weak and strong disorder by Brownian molecu
dynamics simulations. We find that the main features, suc
hysteresis, longitudinal, and transverse depinning transit
previously observed for periodic surfaces,3,7 still survive in
the presence of weak disorder but are smeared out in
strong disorder limit. Recently, the depinning transition of
films on gold has been studied using the quartz crystal
crobalance technique.17 Our results for the longitudinal re
sponse bear a strong qualitative resemblance to the ex
mental data of the depinning transition. In particular,
provides concrete theoretical support to the speculation
the aging effect on the depinning transition is due to
increasing disorder of the substrate.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION

The model of interacting adatoms on a substrate w
point disorder subject to an external driving force for t
present study is a simple extension of the one previou
used for periodic substrates.1,3,7 The dynamics is describe
by the Langevin equation

mr̈ i1mh ṙ i52
]U

]r i
2

]V

]r i
1f i1F, ~1!

where r i5(xi ,yi) is the adsorbate position,U5( iu(r i) is
the substrate pinning potential,V5( iÞ jv(ur i2r j) is the in-
teractions between adatoms,F is the uniform external force
acting on each adatom, andf i is a stochastic force, with zero
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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average, and variance related to the microscopic friction
rameterh, the mass of the particlesm and the temperatureT
by the fluctuation dissipation relation

^ f i
a~ t ! f i

a~ t8!&52hmkTd~ t2t8!, ~2!

wherea represents Cartesian components. We choose a
strate potential which provides a periodic pinning for t
overlayer except near a pinning center, given by the form

u~r !5U0@22cos~2px/a!2cos~2py/a!#. ~3!

Near a pinning center~point defect! located at Rp
5(Xp ,Yp), the substrate potential is locally modified to th
form

u~r !5Up@22cos~2px/a!2cos~2py/a!# ~4!

for

Xp2a/2,x,Xp1a/2,

Yp2a/2,y,Yp1a/2. ~5!

The strength of the random pinning potentialUp is chosen to
be uniformly distributed in a range of 4U0 with an average
^Up&5Uo . The position of the pinning centersRp
5(Xp ,Yp) is randomly chosen on a square lattice of latt
parametera and linear sizeL. With this choice, a pinning
center consists of a square region with a force that vanis
smoothly at the boundary. ForUp5Uo , a constant, the en
tire substrate potential reduces to the periodic cosine po
tial in Eq. ~3! studied previously.1,3,7The strength of disorde
is controlled by varying the concentrationxd of randomly
chosen pinning centers. In the dilute limit ofxd!1, corre-
sponding to weak disorder, this pinning potential has a p
dominant Fourier component at the wave vectorkW
5(2mp/a,2np/a). In the other limit of dense pinning cen
ters with xd→1, it represents an amorphous substrate w
strong disorder. The interaction between adatoms is re
sented by a Lennard-Jones pair potential

v~r i j !5e@~r o /r i j !
1222~r o /r i j !

6#, ~6!

wheree is the well depth andr 0 is the particle separation a
the minima in the pair potential. We have chosen the par
eters in the interaction potential to ber o /a;1.5, e5U0, and
the adsorbate coverage atu51/2. This choice is made suc
that the ground state of the overlayer in the periodic subst
(xd50) corresponds to the commensurate pinnedc(232)
structure studied previously. For the periodic substrate,
longitudinal and transverse response of the commensu
overlayer to an applied force in the present model have b
extensively studied in connection with the sliding frictio
and boundary lubrication1,3,7 problem. Thus, this model pro
vides a convenient starting point for the present study
disorder effects. In the discussions below we use dimens
less units normalizing the force by 2pUo , velocities by
2pUo /h and temperature byU0 /kB . We study the nonlin-
ear response of the overlayer at different temperatures
pinning center concentrations via Brownian molecul
dynamics simulations.26 Systems consisting ofN550–800
12540
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adatoms were considered with the time variable discreti
in units of dt50.00220.01t, wheret5(ma2/Uo)1/2. The
main results were obtained fore5Uo andh51. For each set
of parameters, calculations were performed for typically
243105 time steps to allow the system to reach stea
state. Then an equal number of time steps are used to ev
ate time-averaged values of various physical quantities
this steady state. Finally, the results are also averaged ov
number of~typically 6–11! different realizations of the dis
order through the distribution of theUp value for the pinning
centers.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Depinning transition and longitudinal response

The longitudinal response to an applied force at a te
peratureT50.2, well below the melting transition tempera
ture of thec(232) phase on a periodic substrate,Tm51.2,
is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for dilutexd50.1 and dense dis
orderxd51, respectively. In the former case, the main fe
tures are similar to that found for the periodic substrate3,7

The drift velocityVx is essentially zero below a critical valu
of Fa ~neglecting the tiny contribution from thermal cree
motion which is always present for nonzero force!. When the
driving force exceeds the critical valueFa , there is a sharp
depinning transition where the overlayer starts to slide a
the drift velocity increases rapidly. Eventually a sliding r

FIG. 1. Drift velocityVx ~a! and effective temperatureT* ~b! of
the overlayer as a function of the external forceFx , for dilute
disorder xd50.1. The results are forT50.2 and system size
L520. The direction of variation ofFx is indicated by arrows.
3-2
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gime for Fx@Fc is reached where the longitudinal slidin
friction, defined ash̄5Fx /Vx , is close to the microscopic
friction, h̄;h. There exists a hysteresis behavior for t
depinning transition with unequal critical forcesFa and Fb
for increasing and decreasing external forceFx , correspond-
ing to the static and kinetic friction forces, respectively. O
the other hand, in the dense disorder limitxd51 of Fig. 2,
the hysteresis is completely washed out leading to eq
static and kinetic friction forcesFa5Fb .

Recently Carlinet al.17 have studied the depinning trans
tion under an external driving force for Kr films on gold
They employed the quartz crystal microbalance technique
this technique, the quartz crystal is driven to resonance b
external rf voltage with the Kr film adsorbed on the go
electrodes. The driving force on the admolecules is prop
tional to the oscillation amplitudeA of the electrodes and th
resultant response of the Kr film is measured through
‘‘slipping time’’ t which is inversely proportional to the slid
ing friction h̄. For a given coverage of the Kr film, the
found a sharp depinning transition when the oscillation a
plitude exceeds a critical value. This transition shows
same kind of hysteresis effects as obtained in our weak
order result shown in Fig. 1. A very interesting result th
found is that the depinning transition changes as a func
of aging of the system. As shown in Fig. 3~a!, the depinning
transition is sharp and shows hysteresis behavior after 1

FIG. 2. Drift velocityVx ~a! and effective temperatureT* ~b! of
the overlayer as a function of the external forceFx , for dense
disorder xd51. The results are forT50.2 and system sizeL
520. The direction of variation ofFx is indicated by arrows.
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However, the corresponding results after 10 days show
rounded transition without hysteresis. The authors specul
that this change is probably due to the deposition of fore
molecules onto the gold electrode substrate, acting the
defect pinning centers. In other words, the disorder of
substrate increases with aging. In Fig. 3~b!, we combine the
numerical results forxd50.1 andxd51 from the present
model to show the effect of increasing density of defect p
ning centers on the depinning transition. Our results bea
strong qualitative resemblance to the experimental d
shown in Fig. 3~a!. In particular, while the weak disorde
(xd50.1) substrate shows a sharp depinning transition w
strong hysteresis effect, the depinning transition for
strong disorder (xd51) substrate is smeared out and there
no trace of hysteresis in this case. In fact, our result for
strong disorder case bears a strong qualitative resemblan
the experimental data aged after 10 days. Thus, the the
ical results obtained in our present model study clearly s

FIG. 3. ~a! Slip time t as a function of the amplitude of sub
strate oscillations, obtained from experiments on Kr/Gd films us
the quartz crystal microbalance technique, by Carlinet al.17 ~b!

Inverse of the nonlinear sliding frictionh̄ ~longitudinal!, normal-
ized by the microscopic friction parameterh, as a function of the
applied force for weak (xd50.1) and strongly disordered (xd51)
substrate, obtained from the numerical simulations of this work
3-3
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port the speculation17 that the aging effect on the depinnin
transition observed in the quartz microbalance experimen
due to the increasing disorder of the substrate. Another in
esting feature of the experimental results in Fig. 3~a! is the
monotonic decrease of the slip time with aging. It should
noted that this effect is not seen in Fig. 3~b! because the
nonlinear sliding frictionh̄ is normalized by the unknown
microscopic friction parameterh, contained in the effective
model of Eq.~1!. This parameter is essentially the friction
damping of individual adatoms due to coupling to the su
strate. As the morphology of the substrate changes, the
tional damping may change significantly. So the monoto
decrease of the slip time in Fig. 3~a! can be accommodate
within our model as resulting from an increase in this mic
scopic frictional damping with aging. The calculation of th
microscopic parameter will certainly require a detailed th
retical model for this mechanism including realistic pote
tials which are outside the scope of the present work.

B. Nature of the sliding state

To understand the nature of the sliding state at differ
sliding velocities, it is useful to introduce, just as in the p
riodic case,3 the concept of an effective temperatureT* of
the sliding overlayer. This is defined via the velocity fluctu
tion as

T* 5m~^v2&2^v&2!/2. ~7!

For a meaningful definition of this effective temperature, o
would expect that the velocity distribution should be Gau
ian and the width of the distribution related to the effecti
temperature by Eq.~7!. This is confirmed in Fig. 4 where it is
shown that the velocity distribution atFx.Fc is in fact well
described by a Gaussian both forxd50.1 andxd51.

The behavior of the effective temperatureT* under the
driving force carries important information for the structu
properties of the sliding state. As can be seen from Fig. 1
the dilute disorder case withxd50.1, this effective tempera
ture is much higher thanT in the regionFb,Fx,Fc and
decreases forFx@Fc , although never approachingT as in
the periodic case. This suggests that for weak disorder,
region for Fb,Fx,Fc is strongly disordered and corre
sponds to a dynamically melted liquid phase. ForFx@Fc ,
the sliding state is a solid state with weak disorder. For
substrate with dense disorderxd51, the effective tempera
ture remains much higher thanT even for large driving force,
suggesting that in this case the overlayer remains in a liq
like or floating state even at large driving force and high d
velocities. It is interesting to point out that an express
relating T* 2T and h̄2h proposed by Persson3 has been
found to work well for a periodic pinning potential. Accord
ing to this relation, in the limit of large driving forceFx

.Fc , h̄ should approachh andT* should approachT. Our
results in Figs. 1 and 2 show that this expression bre
down in the presence of disorder. Whileh̄ does approachh
in the large driving force limit,T* remains higher thanT in
this limit in presence of disorder.
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To support the above interpretation between the effec
temperatureT* of the sliding overlayer and its structure, w
have evaluated the structure factor defined by

S~k!5
1

N F K (
m,n

eik•(rm2rn)L G ~8!

for large driving force atFx51.5, T50.2 in both the dilute
and dense disorder limit in the present model. The ang
brackets denote thermal averages and the square bra
disorder averages. The results are shown in Fig. 5. For a f
ordered configuration the normalized structure fac
S(k)/N51 at the peak for a wave vector corresponding
the ordered structure. As expected, for bothxd50.1 andxd
51 cases, this value is much smaller at the nonzero w
vectors confirming that the sliding layer in the presence
the disorder does not have full long-range order. Forxd
50.1 the structure factor shows clear prominent peaks
wave vectors corresponding to a commensuratec(232)
structure,@kW5(1,1)p/a#, consistent with a weak disordere

FIG. 4. Velocity distribution atT50.2, Fx51.5, forxd50.1 ~a!
andxd51 ~b!. Continuous line is a Gaussian fit.
3-4
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NONLINEAR SLIDING FRICTION OF ADSORBED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 125403 ~2004!
sliding solid state. Forxd51, corresponding to the stron
disorder limit, one can identify in the structure factor st
well defined, although weaker, peaks at the positions co
sponding to an incommensurate hexagonal structure. H
ever, the information about the initial periodic substrate
longer exists. The structure of the overlayer in this stro
disorder limit can be characterized as an incommensu
floating state both inx andy directions rather than as a liqui
state.

Finally, we like to examine how the results presented h
depends on the details of the modeling of the disorder
defect pinning centers. In this regard, it is interesting to co
pare the results presented here with a previous work
Persson3 where the disorder was implemented by fixing o
of the adsorbate atoms. It was found that in this case, co
sponding toxd50.0069 ~linear sizeL512), the effective
temperatureT* increases with increasing force forF.Fa
and that the sliding incommensurate solid phase observe
the periodic substrate is destroyed and replaced by a
state. At first sight this seems to be in total contrast to
results found in this work for the corresponding dilute dis
der limit. To understand this difference, we note that in
strict two-dimensional model, all the adsorbate particles
confined to move in thex-y plane only. Hence, the structur
of the sliding layer has to undergo strong distortions in
vicinity of the fixed impurity atom, due to the hard-core r
pulsion of the Lennard-Jones interacting potential, leading
a fluid phase. Thus, in this fixed-impurity model, even a lo
concentration of impurities actually correspond to strong d
order, in sharp contrast to the model studied here. One w
expect that even for the fixed impurity model, a very sm

FIG. 5. Structure factorS(k)/N at Fx51.5, Fy50 for dilute
disorderxd50.1 ~a! and dense disorderxd51 ~b!. The results are
for T50.2 and system sizeL530.
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concentration of impurities should lead to a more orde
sliding state. To verify this, we have computed the struct
factor for the fixed impurity model at two concentration
xd50.0069~ linear sizeL512) andxd50.0012~linear size
L530) in the steady sliding state atFx51.5. ForL512 as
shown in Fig. 6~a!, the corresponding structure factor is cha
acteristic of a fluid phase, in agreement with the findings
Persson.3 However, for the larger system sizeL530 in Fig.
6~b!, and therefore more dilute disorder, sharp peaks deve
corresponding to an hexagonal structure. This structur
very similar to what we found in the present model forxd
51 as shown in Fig. 5~b! indicating that the overlayer in this
situation corresponds to an incommensurate hexagonal fl
ing phase.

C. Transverse response at large driving force

In this section, we focus our attention on the nature of
sliding state at large driving forcesFx.Fc , and its relation
to the response of the sliding layer to an additional transve
driving force. It turns out that the nonlinear response of
overlayer in the transverse direction is sensitive to the na
of the sliding state, thus serving as an ideal probe for
structure of the sliding state which is otherwise difficult
study.

We have studied the transverse response of the overl
in a steady sliding state along thex direction. For a fixed
large driving force Fx51.5.Fc , an additional variable
transverse forceFy is applied, and the average transver
drift velocity Vy as a function ofFy is determined. The re-
sultant transverse response is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

FIG. 6. Structure factorS(k)/N at T50.2, Fx51.5, Fy50 for
the periodic substrate and fixing one of the adsorbates at the po
tial minima for a system sizeL512 ~a! andL530 ~b!.
3-5
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ENZO GRANATO AND S. C. YING PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 125403 ~2004!
dilute disorderxd50.1, we find that there is a transver
depinning transition with a critical transverse forceFya .
This transverse depinning transition is accompanied by h
teresis behavior with the lower critical forceFyb;0. The
existence of this transverse depinning transition for we
disorder is consistent with our finding of the nature of t
sliding state at large longitudinal driving force. As shown
Fig. 1, for the sliding state withFy50 andFx.Fc , we have
T* ;T. The structure factor shown for this state in Fig. 5 h
prominent peaks at thec(2x2) commensurate structure d
spite the disorder resulting from a random distribution of
pinning centers. Thus, even while sliding along thex direc-
tion, the overlayer can be pinned in the transverse direc
by the commensurate pinning potential. This is an origin
the existence of the transverse depinning transition. In
other limit of dense pinning centersxd51 corresponding to
strong disorder, the transverse response in Fig. 8 show
hysteresis and the transverse critical forceFya appears to
vanish. Again, this behavior can be understood from the
ture of the corresponding sliding state atFy50. As shown in
Fig. 2, in this regime of strong disorder,T* @T when Fx
.Fc . Here the overlayer film is fully disordered and incom
mensurate with the substrate along both thex and y direc-
tions. As a result, there is no pinning force along the tra
verse direction, hence the absence of a transverse depin
transition.

FIG. 7. Transverse velocityVy ~a! and effective temperatureT*
~b! of the overlayer as a function of an additional force along thy
axis at fixedFx , for dilute disorderxd50.1. Arrows indicate the
direction of force variation. Results are forFx51.5, T50.2, and
system sizeL520.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the nonlinear sliding friction of adsorb
overlayers on disordered substrates with point defects~pin-
ning centers!. A simple model is introduced which is a gen
eralization of the driven monolayer model previously us
for periodic surfaces.1,3,7The present model incorporates in
convenient way the effects of point defects on an initia
ordered substrate. We have studied the longitudinal
transverse response in this model by Brownian molecu
dynamics simulations in both the weak and strong disor
limit. The results show that the main features, such as h
teresis, longitudinal, and transverse depinning previously
served for periodic surfaces,3,7 still survive in presence of
weak disorder but are washed out in the strong disorder lim
The results for longitudinal response bear a strong qualita
resemblance to the recent experimental data of the depin
transition of Kr films on Gd, using the quartz crystal m
crobalance technique.17 This qualitative agreement suppor
the interpretation17 of the experimental data that the agin
effects on the depinning transition are due to the increas
disorder of the substrate. The present model can also be
to gain insight into other interesting features of the expe
mental results such as the coverage dependence of the d
ning transition and sliding friction. We expect that the co
erage dependence in the weak disorder limit to be simila

FIG. 8. Transverse velocityVy ~a! and effective temperatureT*
~b! of the overlayer as a function of an additional force along thy
axis at fixedFx , for dense disorderxd51. Arrows indicate the
direction of force variation. Results are forFx51.5, T50.2, and
system sizeL520.
3-6
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that obtained in numerical simulations for a period
substrate3 but quite different in the strong disorder limi
Moreover, within the present model, a study of the nuc
ation of topological defects and detailed microscopic mec
nism of the depinning transition itself should be interest
for driven lattice systems in general.
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ev

e
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